Township Players Select for Show 'Wake Up, Darling'  
BLOOMFIELD HILLS — Mrs. Ralph M. Fox, publicity chairman for the forthcoming production of the Township Players, held at their regular meeting in her home Tuesday evening to present the cast choices of Janet Birenbaum, Mrs. David and Georgette of Farmington; Mrs. Arthur Tanenbaum, Robin Parker of Royal Oak, Mrs. Patricia Snook of Bloom Lake, Mrs. Harry O. Desormes and Ted Hendriksen, producer of the play at Farmington's Endicott Theater. The Players' selection for their first play of the season is 'Wake Up, Darling,' by Alan Greens, to be staged at the Theatre at Bloomfield, Thursday evening at 8 p.m., with Saturday and Sunday afternoon performances.

James Taylor, Jr. Is Engaged to Pennsylvania Girl  
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene C. Cooksey, Jr., of Carter Valley, Pa., have announced the engagement of their daughter, Susan Jane, to James Rouse Taylor, Jr. of Birmingham, Mich. Mr. Taylor is a graduate of the University of Pennsylvania and an associate professor of thoracic surgery at the University of Pittsburgh. The couple were married in the Cooksey home on the St. Louis River, with a reception at the French Lick Resort in Bloomfield, Sunday night. The couple will reside in Birmingham, Mich.

Ninth Birthday  
BLOOMFIELD HILLS — Janet Birenbaum, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Louis Birenbaum, celebrated her ninth birthday on Sunday with the traditional party, complete with presents and cake. She is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Louis Birenbaum, of Bloomfield Hills.

Federation Day at Interlochen  
Birmingham residents attended the annual Federation of Music clubs at the National Music camp, Interlochen, are (from left front row, Mr. and Mrs. John Pfeifer and daughter, Joanne; Mrs. E. W. Robertson, and Mrs. B. L. Tate, back row, Mrs. Charles McCannick and Mr. Herbert H. Garrett.

Our fashion lore  

rich melton  
has to complement  
autumn's suave shades  
fall fashion  

stockings in dress  
and walking sheers  
...  

Here's to the fun  
...  

Jacobson's  
shades of fall:  
Jacobson's own
lys

JACOBSON'S  

maple at Bates-Birmingham

maple at Bates-Birmingham

Full-fashioned wool-angora blend cardigan in smoke, olive green, and emerald green. Sizes 26 to 40. 12.98


Hand-dyed wool for blend skirt in smoke, mushroom, kahki red, or emerald. Sizes 8 to 14. 14.98

Self-hushed classic wool for blend skirt in mushroom, kahki red, smoke, or emerald green. Sizes 8 to 14. 16.98

Dress Saloon Street level  

Jacobson's

Full-fashioned wool-angora blend cardigan in smoke, olive green, and emerald green. Sizes 26 to 40. 12.98


Hand-dyed wool for blend skirt in smoke, mushroom, kahki red, or emerald. Sizes 8 to 14. 14.98

Self-hushed classic wool for blend skirt in mushroom, kahki red, smoke, or emerald green. Sizes 8 to 14. 16.98

APPAREL SHOP

Maple at Bates
Birmingham
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